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Abstract

South American phyllotine *Graomys griseoflavus* specimens were collected in eight localities of central Argentina and cytogenetically analysed. These populations comprised the following karyomorphs: 2n = 42, 41, 38, 37, 36, 35 and 34. These chromosome polymorphisms resulted from Robertsonian fusions (RFs). A pericentric inversion (PI) in two different autosomal pairs are described. The numerical karyotype variability is explained by successive RFs, starting from a karyotype with 2n = 42.

Introduction

*Graomys griseoflavus* (Waterhouse, 1837) is a South American phyllotine rodent showing a high degree of chromosomal polymorphisms. Previously, Wainberg and Fronza (1974a, b) reported preliminary data in one population of Argentina that then was misdetermined as *Phyllotis griseoflavus* griseoflavus. Later, according to a revision of the taxa (Pearson and Patton 1976) these specimens were recognized as *Graomys griseoflavus* (Reig pers. comm.). Wainberg and Fronza (1974a, b) described diploid numbers of 2n = 38, 37 and 36 for specimens collected in Chasicó (Buenos Aires province, Argentina) and suggested RFs as a possible mechanism for the karyotypic variability found.

Some reports sustain the idea that rodents are in active speciation processes (Greenbaum et al. 1978; Hsu and Arrighi 1968; Reig 1984). Supporting evidence are chromosomal polymorphisms observed in many species. In *Mus domesticus* for instance, there were defined more than 110 different Robertsonian fusions (RFs). The presence of several Robertsonian populations is regarded as an example of stasipatric speciation (Redi and Capanna 1988). Cricetid rodents that show high chromosomal variability have been considered models for studies on chromosomal rearrangements, speciation and evolution (Bianchi et al. 1971, 1979; Hood et al. 1984; Nachman and Myers 1989; Nachman 1992). In the genus Eligmodontia Zambelli et al. (1992) described the occurrence of RFs in a polymorphic system 2n = 34-33-32, where the 2n = 33 (heterokaryomorph) males showed a trivalent in diakinesis-metaphase I. So far, in all the models described the contributing acrocentric chromosomes have a random chance to fuse.

In the present study we describe the so far unknown 2n = 42, 41, 35 and 34 karyomorphs of *G. griseoflavus* and present G-banding analysis that confirms the occurrence of RFs and pericentric inversions (PIs). We suggest a hypothesis explaining the karyotypic variability by successive RFs that occurred non-randomly.
Material and methods

We processed seventy-two animals collected at the following eight localities of central Argentina (Fig. 1): Chasicó (Buenos Aires province); La Carrera (Catamarca province); Divisadero Largo (Mendoza province); Salicas and General Belgrano (La Rioja province) and Deán Funes, Laguna Larga and Santiago Temple (Córdoba province). Table 1 shows the number of specimens caught in each locality, and the diploid numbers (2n) found.

Bone marrow metaphase spreads were obtained by a modification of the technique of Rothfelds and Siminovich (1958). To enhance bone marrow cell proliferation all specimens were previously treated with a yeast suspension (Lee and Elder 1980). Meiotic preparations from testes were done as indicated by Evans et al. (1964). Chromosomal G-banding was obtained according to Seabright (1971). Homozygous and heterozygous terms were abbreviated Hm and Ht, respectively.

Fig. 1. Map showing the localities where specimens of G. griseoflavus were collected. 1: Chasicó; 2: La Carrera; 3: Deán Funes; 4: Santiago Temple; 5: Laguna Larga; 6: General Belgrano; 7: Salicas; 8: Divisadero Largo
Table 1. Numbers of specimens of the different karyomorphs of *G. griseoflavus* collected in each locality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>42</th>
<th>41</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>37</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>34</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Chasicó</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. La Carrera</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Deán Funes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Santiago Temple</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Laguna Larga</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. General Belgrano</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Salicás</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Divisadero Largo</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

Robertsonian fusions

The 2n = 42 karyomorph comprises twenty pairs of autosomes (Fig. 2a). Chromosomes 1–18 are acrocentric gradually decreasing in size (large to small). The pair 19 is a medium sized submetacentric and pair 20 is a small submetacentric. In some animals chromosome 4 can be submetacentric (see below pericentric inversions). The X is a large submetacentric and the Y is a small acrocentric chromosome.

The 2n = 38 karyomorph shows fourteen pairs of acrocentric and two additional pairs of large submetacentric autosomes. These features constitute the main difference to the 2n = 42 karyomorph (Fig. 2b).

The G-band pattern analysis of 2n = 42 and 2n = 38 karyomorphs allowed us to conclude that the two large submetacentric pairs observed in 2n = 38 animals resulted from RFs between the acrocentric chromosomes 15/17 and 16/18 pairs of 2n = 42 specimens (RF15–17 and RF16–18, respectively) (Fig. 2, Tab. 2).

It was previously proposed that the very large submetacentric chromosome of the 2n = 37 karyomorph was produced by a RF occurring in the 2n = 38 karyomorph. This assumption was based on morphological chromosomal comparisons between these karyomorphs and on the presence of one trivalent in diakinesis-metaphase I of 2n = 37 males. We identified by G-band comparison that the RF involves autosomes 1 and 6 (RF1–6) (Figs. 2, 3a, Tab. 2). RF1–6 is also present as heterozygous in the 2n = 41 karyomorph and as homozygous in the 2n = 36 karyomorph (Tab. 2, Fig. 3b). Diakinesis-metaphases I of 2n = 36 males showed 17 bivalents plus a symmetrical very large sized RF1–6 bivalent (Fig. 3e).

In the 2n = 35 karyomorph there was a decrease of two acrocentric and the appearance of one very large submetacentric chromosome produced which according to G-banding arose by centric fusion of autosome 2 and 5 (RF2–5) (Tab. 2). Diakinesis-metaphases I of

Table 2. Different Robertsonian fusions found in each karyomorph of *G. griseoflavus*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2n</th>
<th>RF1–6</th>
<th>RF2–5</th>
<th>RF15–17</th>
<th>RF16–18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Ht</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Ht</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Ht</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>Hm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(−) = absence of RF.
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Fig. 2. G-banded karyotypes with 2n = 42 (a) and 2n = 38 (b) of G. griseoflavus. HmPI = homozygous pericentric inversion

2n = 35 specimens showed 15 bivalents, one very large bivalent (homozygous RF1–6) and one trivalent, which is formed by chromosomes RF2–5, 2 and 5 (Fig. 3f).
In the 2n = 34 karyomorph the RF2–5 was homozygous (Fig. 3c, Tab. 2).

Pericentric inversions
In our survey, we found two autosomal acrocentric pairs that underwent pericentric inversion (PI), giving rise to submetacentric elements. G-band analysis showed that this rearrangement involved chromosomes 4 and 13 (PI4 and PI13, respectively) (Figs. 2a, 3d).
Fig. 3. a: G-banded RF1–6 and its acrocentric homologues (1 and 6 autosomes) from a 2n = 37 karyomorph; b: G-banded RF1–6 chromosome pair from a 2n = 36 karyomorph; c: G-banded RF2–5 chromosome pair from a 2n = 34 karyomorph; d: Heterozygous pericentric inversion of pair 13 from a 2n = 37 karyomorph; e–f: Diakinesis-metaphaseI figures from 2n = 36 (e) and 2n = 35 (f) karyomorphs. The arrows point to the very large RF-bivalent; the arrow head points to the trivalent

Fig. 4. Sequence of Robertsonian fusions explaining the karyotypic divergence of *G. griseoflavus*

The PI4 was found in 2n = 42, 38, 37 and 36 karyomorphs. The PI13 was found in 2n = 38, 37 and 36 karyomorphs. Within a population both PIs may show a homozygous or heterozygous state or even be absent.
Discussion

The phyllotine rodent *Graomys griseoflavus* exhibits a high degree of chromosomal polymorphisms produced by two pericentric inversions and four Robertsonian fusions. Cytogenetic findings suggest that the latter rearrangements occurred non-randomly and can be summarized as follows: a. the RF15-17 and RF16-18 (present in 2n = 38–34 complex) were always found in a homozygous state; b. all 2n = 37–36 individuals were heterozygous and homozygous respectively for RF1-6; c. all 2n = 35–34 animals examined were homozygous for RF1-6 and heterozygous and homozygous respectively, for RF2-5. These findings suggest a sequential occurrence of Robertsonian fusions. Thus, HmRF15-17 and HmRF16-18 (uncertain who was first) were followed by HtRF1-6, HmRF1-6, HtRF2-5 and HmRF2-5. On these grounds, we propose a sequence of Robertsonian events that lead to the karyotypic divergence observed, with the 2n = 42 as the common ancestral karyomorph (Fig. 4). This assumption agrees with the view of Gardner and Patton (1976) that karyotypic evolution in Neotropical cricetids decreases the chromosomal number via Robertsonian fusions.

To explain the karyotype divergence from 2n = 42 to 2n = 38 we assumed the existence of the 2n = 41, 40 and 39 karyomorphs. At least, the 2n = 41 and 39 individuals should be heterozygous for RF15-17 or RF16-18. Thus far, in fifty-one wild animals studied only individuals homozygous for these Robertsonian fusions were found. Thus, we assume that the heterozygous animals may not be viable or that its frequency is low. To test these hypotheses we performed experimental crosses to assess the segregation of Robertsonian chromosomes. In matings between 2n = 42/41, 2n = 38/37, 2n = 38/36 and 2n = 37/37 individuals the F1 and F2 progenies showed normal meiosis and RF15-17, RF16-18 or RF1-6 segregating in a Mendelian fashion. On the other hand, when matings between 2n = 42/38 and 2n = 42/37 individuals were tried under the same laboratory breeding conditions, no offsprings were obtained. Probably, the unsuccessful breedings were due to the inviability of heterozygous RF15-17 and RF16-18 embryos.

There is evidence that Robertsonian fusions may be involved in speciation processes only when they cause reproductive failure, e.g. in the case of meiosis nondisjunction (King 1987). In *Graomys griseoflavus* the inviability of heterozygous RF15-17 and/or RF16-18 products may produce reproductive isolation of 2n = 42–41 and 2n = 38–37–36 (and probably also 2n = 35–34) karyomorphs, while heterozygous RF1-6 and RF2-5 (this latter always present together with HmRF1-6) would not induce reproductive isolation.

According to the remarkable chromosomal polymorphism described in *Graomys griseoflavus* we suggest that this species is evolving actively and therefore represents an interesting model for speciation and chromosomal evolutionary studies.
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Zusammenfassung

*Cytogenetische Analysen von Autosomen-Polymorphismen bei Graomys griseoflavus* (Rodentia, Cricetidae)

*Graomys griseoflavus* aus Südamerika wurden an acht verschiedenen Orten gefangen und cytogenetisch untersucht. In diesen Populationen wurden Karyotypen mit folgenden Chromosomensahlen gefunden: 2n = 42, 41, 38, 37, 36, 35 und 34. Diese numerischen Karyotypvariationen werden auf Robertsonische Fusionen (RFs) zurückgeführt. Es wurden vier verschiedene RFs beschrieben, die acht akrozentrische Autosomen als Fusionspartner betreffen. Weiterhin wurden pericentrische Inversionen...
an zwei verschiedenen Autosomen festgestellt. Die zahlenmäßigen Karyotypvariationen werden durch aufeinanderfolgende RFs erklärt, wobei als Ausgangskaryotyp der mit 2n = 42 postuliert wird.
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